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Recent upheaval in the crude oil price in international market has
created renewed interest in the data analysis. But even before this, the
energy reports generated internationally have squarely yelled about
growing crude oil consumption in India and China. India's share of
global demand rises to 8% in 2035, accounting for the second largest
share of the BRIC countries with China at 26%, Russia 5%, and Brazil
3%.The object of this paper is to find out whether the price changes and
income changes have the same impact on the elasticity of consumption
as shown in the theory of elasticity of demand. The yearly data used are
from 1985 to 2013.The log value of consumption, income and the
adjusted inflation price gives the best results. The coefficient values
have been estimated for price and income elasticity.
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Introduction
While the crude oil consumption has always been a matter of concern
internationally, it has direct implication for self sufficiency, overall
prices and for the balance of payments. Recent upheaval in the crude
oil price in international market has created renewed interest in the data
analysis. But even before this, the energy reports generated
internationally have squarely yelled about growing crude oil
consumption in India and China. The rising population and higher
growth trajectory has put this demand on international map. India was
the fourth-largest consumer of crude oil and petroleum products in the
world in 2013, after the United States, China, and Japan. The country
depends heavily on imported crude oil, mostly from the Middle East.
The three startling remarks about projection of India 's demand for
future in coming twenty years are as following :
(i) India's share of global demand rises to 8% in 2035, accounting for
the second largest share of the BRIC countries with China at 26%,
Russia 5%, and Brazil 3%.
(ii) India's demand growth of 128% outpaces each of the BRIC
countries as Russia (+14%), China (+60%) and Brazil (+72%) all
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expand more slowly. India's growth is almost double the
non-OECD aggregate of 63%.
(iii) India's energy production as a share of consumption
declines from 59% today to 56% by 2035; imports rise by
143%. (BP Energy Outlook 2035).
Similar concerns have been echoed by International Energy
Association and US energy Information and other global
reports.
The object of this paper is to find out the association between
growth in income and the energy price .The research
question is to estimate the validity of the statement that price
elasticity of crude oil consumption is negative and the
income elasticity is positive.
Research Hypothesis
H01. The price elasticity of demand is negative and
significant
H1.1. The price elasticity of demand is positive and
significant
Ho.2 The income elasticity of demand is positive and
significant
H12. The price elasticity of demand is negative and
significant
Review of Literature

method (Goldar and Mukhopadhyay 1990; Rao & Parikh
1996; Parikh et al., 2007), but most variables involved are
actually non-stationary. Other studies that used cointegration techniques focused on petroleum derivatives
(Ramanathan 1999; Ghosh 2010; Chemin 2012) or on
demand for imported oil only (Ghosh 2009). Thus, none of
these studies estimates and forecasts the total crude oil
demand for India. The studies that estimate imported crude
oil demand (Ghosh 2009) used, with data until 2005–06.
Pradeep Agrawal (2012) empirically estimated demand
relations for crude oil, diesel, and petrol for India using the
ARDL co-integration procedure and data from 1970 to
2011. These estimations show the income elasticity of about
1 for crude oil and diesel and 1.39 for petrol. The price
elasticity of the petroleum products was found to be negative
and statistically significant in all the models. The values of
price elasticity estimates were found to be -0.41, -0.56 and 0.85 for crude oil, diesel, and petrol respectively, While the
absolute value is less than one that inelastic the sign shows
the inverse relationship between price rise and demand.
Data
For uniformity the data used are from Energy Statistics 2014
and its prior editions. In case of adjusted inflation price of
crude oil the data are from Index Mundi. It may be
acknowledged that international crude oil price data do not
fully reflect the price behavior for the simple reason that
several adjustments are made in fixing the price.

Several studies on India use the ordinary least square (OLS)
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The summary statistics indicate that production and
consumption have normal distribution but Reserves and
prices and per capita income are skewed. Also there is
Excess Kurtosis (> 3 ) in each of these variables. We

examine the crude oil consumption as dependent variable
and per capita income and nominal price as repressors. Both
the sign are statistically significant.

From the model one it is obvious that the per capita income
has positive and price has negative sign.R-Square is

sufficiently high.Though DW statistic is low.
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Model 2 denotes inflation adjusted price. The model is
slightly improved as far as Akaike and other criterion are
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concerned. However the predictive ability is hardly
improved in this model as compared to model 1 above.
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Model 3 is Double log model, with the same set of variables.
From this the price elasticity and the income elasticity of
consumption can be directly read out. The Akaike and other
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criterion have improved greatly. The DW statistic has
slightly improved.
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In model 4 the variable choosen are the same as in model 2
that is inflationary adjustement price. There is again an
improvement in the model. This model stands the best as far
as predictive ability is concerned. The DW statistic too has
improved.While the sign and value of the price change
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remain almost the same , ther is decline in income elasticity
of demand . This might be the result of common trend in the
inflation and income variables.Since these are yearly data
much conversion of income and price takes place within a
year therefore lagged data have not been used .
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